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In The Pits
By Michael Laible, President

REMEMBER - the March meeting will be on 
March 6th. 

This month I would like to share some pics of 
the F6F Hellcat project. This is a rebuild of a 
similar model I lost in 2006. However, I have 

decided to do a different color scheme. I will 
be doing the F6F Hellcat Blue angels scheme. 
The first aircraft that the Blue Angels used 
was the F6F Hellcat, and they only had 
three of these aircraft and one SNJ. This 
aircraft didn’t last long with 
the Blue Angels. After two 
months it was replaced by 

the newer F8F Bearcat. 

These are some pics I picked 
up off the internet. The color is 
glossy sea blue (not the blue an-
gels blue) and the letter is gold 
leaf not the standard yellow
v
The photos are very rare and I 
cannot find a color one. Anybody 

find one please let me know where I can get a 
copy. 

Below is construction of the wing. Most of it is 
complete and I have the flaps to fit and hinge. 
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Soon it will be time to glass all the componants.

The hinges for the airlerons are scale 
and made of 1/16 ply. I laminated the 
G10 material onto the ply and it makes 
for a very strong hinge. 



cartoon.  I use to produce a column back in ’96 
called “Lighter Than Air”.  I thought would share 
this one once again.  

If anyone else has some humor they would like 
to share, just drop me an email and lets see 
what we can do.

This month I plan on having the usual 30 min-
ute business meeting and will then show a 30 
minute video on the P-47.  This video has actual 
wing camera shots and is very interesting.  

See ya at the field.

Mike

This is the aileron with the one sid eof the hinge 
installed. The other side is ounted in the wing.

Just the other day a friend of mine sent me a 
link to the Grumman historical page (I worked 
from Grumman for 8 years). Check the page 
out, it is very interesting.

http://www.grummanpark.org/runway1.htm

I thought I would end the column with an old 
cartoon. I use to produce a column back in ’96 
called “Lighter Than Air”. I thought would share 
this one once again. 

I thought I would end the column with an old 

QUICK, FAST AND EASY
By: Herman Burton

And did I mention inexpensive? Yes, that, too.

For much less than you can purchase an ARF, 
you can buy a kit, build it, and have it flying for 
less than the ARF costs in the box. And the 
time spent is not nearly as much as you might 
think.

Last fall, wanting to get into the air quickly after 
my favorite little fun fly airplane nosed into the 
ground at a high rate of speed, I bought a Great 
Planes Reactor ARF for $179.95 plus tax. The 
information on the box stated the plane could 
be ready to fly in as little as a couple of hours. 
“Simple”, thinks I. So, off I went and bought it. 

Well, a couple of hours went by, then a couple 
more, and after that a few more, and before I 
knew it, I had spent the weekend trying to get 
the plane ready for flight. So, instead of “a few 
hours”, it took the entire weekend. Plus a little 
more.

The Reactor is an exceedingly thin airfoil plane, 
is basically built like a pattern plane, and is re-
puted to be able to do 3-D maneuvers. With the 
huge control throws available (several inches on 
ailerons and elevator, for example), I am sure it 
can do 3-D maneuvers, if that is one’s prefer-
ence. I am not a 3-D pilot, and have put the 
plane into the hangar until the next swap meet, 
where I am sure it will find a nice new home with 
someone else.

LIGHTER THAN AIR



So, still wanting a Fun Fly plane, I went back to the Great Planes Daz-
zler. The kit costs $49.95. The construction is as simple as can be, 
and the basic airframe went together (bare sticks) in about 15 hours. 
The next two photos show the simple stick construction.

To keep the time to a minimum, I decided to cover the entire 
plane with aluminum-colored Monocote. One roll of covering 
costs about $15 with tax. So I am up to a $65 cost now. The 
covering went quickly, and in less than 15 hours the plane was 
covered. So in 30 manhours the plane is built and covered. 
One more day was needed to install the servos, fuel tank, control 
rods and horns, plus the engine. Adding 10 hours for these func-
tions makes a grand total of 40 hours of construction time. I bought a 
can of black Lustrecote for $7.95, and after masking off the wing tips 
plus the tail feathers, I spray painted those surfaces. I 
spent less than an hour painting these tips black. So, 
now I am up to about $75, and about 40 hours of work.

The final photo shows the finished product. I replaced 
the kit landing gear with a heavier LG made from fi-
berglass. I had a few decals left over from previous 
airplanes, so added some stars and bars plus canopy 
decals. Nothing fancy, but those little touches add a 
degree of individuality.

The best part of kit building for many people is the 
satisfaction of knowing the finished product is well 
built, will not come apart, repairs will be much sim-
pler by knowing how the plane is put together, and 
the covering will not come loose after a few flights, which hap-
pened repeatedly with my Reactor ARF. 

So remember the next time you think you might want an ARF, you can 
add a few more hours to your construction time, build your own plane 
from a kit, and save a few bucks in the process. (Note: both the ARF 
and a kit require the same number of servos, engine and accesso-
ries, so those costs are equal in both planes). Quick, fast and easy! 
Plus, you know what you have when you get through – a robust plane 
that will give you many hours of enjoyment!



Velox Revolutions
By Michael Laible

Got a note from Brian letting me know that his model of the month for 
January was a Velox Revolution, not a Deluxe Revolution. He also was nice 
enough to send a full size photo and some words about the plane.

Brian writes:

   The Full scale version of my 3DHS model is made by Velox Aviation in Stuart, Florida. 
They supply you with the airframe plus all of the materials (minus engine & prop) needed to 
complete the airplane. However, I tend to prefer the price of the 3DHS arf though as Velox 
wants ~$70k for one of their kits.
 
   What does that large investment get you? Well, how about a 1 or 2 seat kevlar/carbon fiber 
composite aircraft weighing under 1200 lbs. Said aircraft is capable of a 460 degree per sec-
ond roll rate with the aileron deflection limited to 17 degrees. They’ll go to 22 degrees if you 
are feeling particularly adventurous. I don’t know that any of us are capable of sustaining the 
G loading, but the plane is supposed to be good for -/+12G. The Data Sheet from the Manu-
facturer gives it a 24.5 ft wingspan, 103 sq ft wing area and a length of 21.5 ft. The specs call 
for a 6 cylinder engine putting out 320hp.

   Mine on the other hand only carries a 47” wingspan (around 1/6 scale with a bit of change) 
and weighs in at ~2.4 to 2.6lbs depending on which battery I use. It is currently powered 
by an Atlas 2921/10 brushless out runner swinging an APC 13x6e prop. I’ve been running 
it on my 3S lipo collection, but I understand that it is a lot more fun on 4S. The only real 
change that I’m going to make to the plane in the near future is swapping out the CF landing 
gear to a custom aluminum set from TnT. (more an issue with my landings than the plane)

See ya at the field.
Mike

“...I don’t know that any of 

us are capable of sustaining 

the G loading, but the plane 

is supposed to be good for 

-/+12G. ...”



Model of the Month
The winner of MOM was Bill Schwander with his Hobby 
Lobby.  Bill told the story of rebuilding this model after a 
trip to the Georgia Electric Fun Fly.  He covered it with 
Monokote.  The power plant is an Estes Motor with 100 
ma LiPoly battery.
Congratulations Bill.

Herman Burton’s Great Planes Dazzler.  He showed it in the bones and should have it completed within a month. He 
talked about the ease of building and suggested trying a quick build fun fly before buying an ARF.
 
Mike Laible showed his Great Planes Mustang 60 size kit build.  However, Mike has this unique method of sending the 
kits to St. Louis and they return completely built.  Boy oh boy, what a set up.

Bill Schwander with his 
Hobby Lobby

Herman Burton’s 
Great Planes Dazzler

Mike Laible’s Great Planes 
Mustang 60 size kit Bill Schwander’s 

Hobby Lobby



February Meeting Minutes
By Michael Laible

Minutes:
• We had two visitors  - Brian Campopiano’s Father and past president Jon Vincent.
• Discussion of the 2.4 Ghz tags took place.  Jon informed the club that he saw the tags on Dave’s desk.
• Models for show and tell were;

February Meeting Pictures
Photos by Taswall Crowson Club Officers
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